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Angry birds is one of the most popular games having attracted millions of users mesmerized by the
simplicity and the addictive nature of the games. The idea of the game and the interface is simple;
yet it has been enjoyed by people on their mobile devices ever since the game was released. Since
the game was released for use on smartphones and tablets, you may wonder how to enjoy Angry
Birds for PC. Since the game was released to be run on mobile operating systems, it is not directly
compatible for Windows operating system, which is the most popular OS for PCs. Thankfully
BlueStacks, a Silicon Valley based startup, has come up with a solution for this problem. You can
install their Blue Stacks App Player which will create the environment required to run Angry Birds for
PC. You can enjoy the game on full screen mode on your PC. Another attraction is that this app can
be downloaded free of cost.

You can also play Angry birds game online which is another simple way to play this on your PC. The
game is now available in Flash. The game requires you to shoot the angry birds at the pigs which
stole the eggs, but the pigs are placed in variety of placed like wood, stone and ice structures. But
as you advance over different levels, you will be able to use the birds that have advanced special
capabilities. For example the blue birds have the power to shoot separated as three independent
birds! While the white birds can lay explosive eggs the black birds can itself explode having
devastating effects on their enemies.

The small sized pigs can be easily taken out, but beware of large pigs that are protected with
protective gear! Every level is designed to permit you to use birds with specific powers and also
their number at your disposal is fixed. When you have taken out all the pigs with few birds at hand
then the next level is automatically opened for you. Angry birds game online thus offers you nonstop
entertainment of this wonderful app made possible by apps that can make them work on the
comforts of your PC!
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BlueStacks offers latest apps for your PC or desktop by which you can run android on pc  which is
compatible not only with windows but also for Mac OS. Now a Shazam for PC and enjoy the a apps
for pc.
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